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Aria Lanelle drops official new single “Found It” 
The acclaimed triple-threat songbird, songwriter, and producer returns with the lead offering from her 

upcoming project Shock. 
 

 
 
 
October 4, 2019: Aria Lanelle truly makes a vibrant Pop-R&B statement on her new single “Found It”. 
Lanelle steps from the shadows of the House-driven vibes of her million-streaming session singing days for 
French producers to make a striking solo declaration of her fully-formed artistry. 
 
A multi-talented singer-songwriter and producer originally from Boston, MA, Aria Lanelle dips into her bag 
of 90s R&B-diva influences, while not straying too far from her catchy club music roots, right on time for 
post-hot girl summer cuffing season. After the critical buzz of 2016’s My Name Is EP, Lanelle began writing 
and producing for other artists while traveling between Houston, TX and Atlanta, GA. Aria Lanelle 
discusses the background and creation of “Found It”:  
 
“I wanted to create a song about the loneliness of today and how everyone’s kind of faking it on IG, but 
deep down we all just want love and acceptance. That quest for love and feeling understood is such a 
universal human feeling, and there’s a power in the vulnerability of it.” 
 
Created in her mother’s living room and recorded at the famed Patchwerk Recording Studios in Atlanta, 
GA, “Found It” is an electric jolt to your ears. You can’t help but dance–and late in the midnight hour, those 
lyrics stick with you as Aria Lanelle’s melismatic, soaring vocals coo “I’ve gone through way too much to 
settle now”. 
 
“Found It” comes ahead of Aria Lanelle’s eagerly-awaited upcoming EP Shock, which promises to deliver 
just that as a sign of her new direction and strong vision. The John Lennon Songwriting Award-winning artist 
and House vocalist with over 2 million streams [video] truly has the range. 
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https://youtu.be/0RptcF1nRyE
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